Mad Dogs and Ray

Joe
Cocker
An interview with

By Dale McCurry with Jennifer Mandaville

W

e drive over a rise and are smacked
in the face by a view of Needle
Rock, a 28 million-year-old
volcanic plug rising as if Excalibur from a fertile
valley floor. On our way to the Mad Dog
Ranch to interview first Joe and then Pam
Cocker, we are currently witness to the view
the Cockers are soon to tell us inspired them
to leave California and build a 17,000 sq. ft.
castle-esque home in the North Fork Valley
near Crawford, Colorado. The house, Joe says,
is a good thing because it keeps him working. So he is off
for a South American tour in a few days.
There are five of us in tow. The three offspring of my
partner are with us. At 17, 14 and 9, they are confused by
the very idea of where we are and why we are here.
As we approach the door, the choice of Navajo taco with
green chili at a Crawford eatery seems shortsighted at best.
My gut is churning chile-verde somersaults as I wonder if
Pam will answer her own door and how stern will be her
approach to her charge as gatekeeper for her celebrity
husband and partner.
Where the children are to spend their time on the
Cocker estate is a decision we have failed to address until
we pull into a parking spot two minutes before our
appointed time. When invited into the home of a recipient
of the Order of the British Empire, an honor bestowed by
Buckingham Palace as part of the queen’s annual birthday
honors list, do you just walk up to the door with the family
as if invited for cartoons and toast? I have met no one else
on that particular list.
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For now, they remain in the car.
I need not have been so nervous; Pam does open her own
door – with both ease and grace. It is as if the color were
just added to Oz. The visit shifts as she looks at us and
smiles and nods as if Glenda.
Although there is work to be done, there remains an urge
to take it all in. We are in Joe Cocker’s home and the desire
to record the experience as it flies at us is a little like trying
to take a drink from a fire hydrant.
We are shown around the ground floor of the house.
Here is the spacious, high-functioning and stylish kitchen.
The formal living room boasts a flawless ebony baby grand,
the dining room a table roughly the size of a rugby field,
the bar a carved and impeccable billiard table that once
belonged to Prince Edward VII. Before it was in the Cocker
residence, it was in Windsor Castle. Just how does one go
about acquiring recreational furniture from Windsor
Castle? I like to think Joe won it from the tipsy Governor
of Windsor in a 1970 snooker game while Leon Russell
played “Delta Lady” on the bar piano … but I digress.

Pam has saved the kids from the car and made them feel time,” we talk on the record for 40. He scratches the ear of
welcome in the cavernous family room where the Cockers the family miniature goldendoodle, Fern, and touches on
spend most of their downstairs time. Everywhere there is a remarkably wide range of facets of his career. When
finished with the interview, he
art. “Tell me about your art
collection,” I imagine myself “Don’t you worry about it, Joe; you casually visits with us, expressing
deep concern over plans for
asking at some Cocker Kids’
just
keep
on
making
the
music.
hydraulic fracturing in the North
Foundation soirée. “Why this
piece?” I would query in some That’s the important thing.”
Fork Valley, his chosen home. Joe
walks us easily down the long
situation in which there is time to
—Joe’s
mentor
and
inspiration,
hallway to the dining room where
do the subject justice.
Ray Charles, during a 1987 joint
Pam and members of the CKF
Alas, not today.
board await us and our next
I am determined to put on my interview by Rona Elliot
conversation. (See story, page 10.)
best journalist face and get to the
Throughout the candid interview, Joe’s love of music and
business of doing another among scores of interviews I
have conducted. But we are about to meet someone whose the fact he is not through making it is evident. As Ray
musical career spans from before Mad Dogs and Charles, his mentor and inspiration said during a recorded
Englishmen, before Woodstock, across decades of awards conversation with Charles and Cocker: “Don’t you worry
and record and CD sales – including 250,000 copies of his about it, Joe; you just keep on making the music. That’s
2010 album, Hard Knocks, sold in Germany alone. It is a the important thing.”
The gentle-yet-powerful, distinct-yet-approachable
bit unnerving at least
We have promised his people we would hold the voice of our gracious host during 40 unforgettable minutes
interview to 30 minutes, but at his urging to “take [our] was music enough for the moment.

Hey, what’d he say?

34

HN: In a 1987 Rona Elliot interview with you and Ray
Charles you say that when you discovered Ray Charles you
basically stopped listening to anyone else. (Cocker laughs)
You say you lost friends because you just locked yourself
away to listen to him.
Cocker: That’s true. …
HN: So when was it you discovered Charles, and what can
you tell us about what he has meant to you?
Cocker: Like most rockers in the late ’50s, I was listening
to Chuck Berry, Little Richard and everyone. We used to
get a radio station called Radio Luxenberg. They played
all the latest American stuff, and then Ray … I think it was
1958 … he had “What’d I Say.” At the time, I thought he
was just another good rocker, you know. And then I heard
“I Believe to My Soul.” Where I had been hanging out with
my mates on the street corners, it was like ‘I’ve got to study
this guy.’ And they just sort of backed off of me because
they could see it was a bit of an obsession. The other guys
I had been listening to was to just get a handle on [the
American music scene]. With Ray it was a bit different.
HN: So you say that was in the late ’50s. Were you
performing then?
Cocker: I was, yeah.
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HN: And were you Vance Arnold? (A name adopted from
an Elvis character and country western crooner Eddie
Arnold.)
Cocker: I’m trying to think … about 1960 were the Vance
Arnold days – playing the English pubs. And we weren’t
very bold, you know, we were wearing the suits, and we
would all do Cliff Richards and the Shadows; I mean
everyone would imitate the Shadows. And so the whole
band would be doing this stupid leg movement thing, and
I could never get it down (laughter). But there weren’t
many voices around. I started off as a drummer when I was
16. I used to sing and play drums at the same time, and you
know they didn’t have all the mic stands back then, and I
would be trying to play with the mic stand between my
legs. Drumming was just secondary for me; I wanted to
sing. They would say ‘Joe, you’re just not good looking
enough; we need a good looking guy up front. So we got a
guy who was good looking, but he couldn’t sing (laughs).
In the end, they said ‘Why don’t we get a drummer, and
you can sing.’ So that is how it started.
HN: I have always been fascinated by drummer/singers.

Cocker: Well, I have to say when I first saw Levon Helm
playing with that amazing style of his. Because for me it
was only secondary. And he is a great singer. (Recorded
before Helms’ death in April.)

Under control
HN: I saw you in a small venue – 3,000 or so – in
Springfield, Missouri, my hometown, shortly after
Woodstock – probably the 1972 tour. I managed to weasel
my way right down front, leaning on the stage below you.
What has stuck with me through the years of recalling that
performance was that you didn’t seem particularly
comfortable there with us, between songs – you were
always ready to get on to the next song.
Cocker: What year was this? (Laughs.)
HN: I think it was probably ’72.
Cocker: Yeah. Well, after Mad Dogs and Englishmen, I
sort of went into a decline. I mean I was boozing heavy.
And I was a nervous wreck and it transfers when it comes
to show time. It took me a long time to climb out of that.
HN: Since you mention it, one of the things you were
doing between songs was taking a long pull on a Jack
Daniels bottle sitting at the base of the mic stand.
Cocker: (Laughing) I don’t remember drinking Jack
Daniels – it might have been Scotch. Jack Daniels was more
Jimmy Page (laughter).
HN: Well, the point really isn’t that you were
uncomfortable between songs; what has stuck with me
through the years is that when the music started you were
immediately at home … every time. It was as if you
crawled inside the song and were swept away. I am curious
about what you can tell us about what you experience
when you sing.
Cocker: A lot of musicians of the time, we loved black
musicians to the point of obsession. You know, trying to
be black; always feeling that we were sort of inferior
because we could never put over stuff with the same
intensity. And sometimes I used to go overboard. Like now,
if I do “With a Little Help from My Friends” it’s more –
really for the last 10 years – it’s a lot more controlled. When
I used to do it back then, nobody knew each night what
was going to come out – how long the song would be, you
know. And I don’t do so much of that anymore. Like some
people thought James Brown just screamed. They didn’t
understand that you have to work up to such things. You
don’t do all of that stuff without getting into the music.
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HN: My first concert was James Brown in that same venue.
And he was …
Cocker: Wasn’t he amazing? You remember when he had
two drummers because they couldn’t keep up; one would
be worn out halfway through the show.
HN: Yes, he was amazing, for sure … but so were you.
There was no part of it from the fans’ point of view where
we were saying, “Boy, I wish he would pull it in a little.” You
were right there and it was a magical experience.
Cocker: Some artists my age say they can button down
every show, but I can’t say I can recall. There was a time
period that I just can’t fill in, but I kept trying.

Kickin’ it with …
HN: You have performed with everyone from Pavarotti to
Jimmy Page, who stands out as a special experience to have
been on stage with?
Cocker: You know, I did do that thing with Ray on NBC
when we did “You Are so Beautiful,” and I have never been
so nervous in my life. It was one of those things where you
do everything in rehearsal and everything was fine and
then it comes to the performance … It was live TV in
those days. I was used to doing (singing softly): ‘You are
so beautiful to me …’ you know, in straight time. And he
took it into this big meter, where he used to swing all over
the place (does his best Ray Charles at the piano).
Another good one was Patti LaBelle when I played the
Apollo in New York, which was privilege enough. I forget
how it all came together, but there were tons of artists on
the bill. I had Billy Preston on piano, and Patti LaBelle and
I were going to do a duet of “You Are so Beautiful.”
[Preston wrote the song with Bruce Fisher and Dennis
Wilson of the Beach Boys.] And again she came out in the
afternoon all quiet and did this gentle little thing. I had
never even met her. I knew Patti LaBelle and the Blue
Belles but that was all. So she comes out at show time –
with all of the black folks raving like crazy – with a hair-do
that looked like a 747, and, I mean it’s a ballad for god’s
sake, and she just looked at me and went (guttural scream
– laughter). The audience went ape shit, and they were all
screaming at me, so I wound up screaming and raving and
Billy was doing everything.
I mean, that was about as memorable as it gets.
HN: What contemporary performers do you like and
listen to? Is there anybody fresh on the scene who stands
out to you?

Cocker: Well, the singing world has gotten strange, hasn’t
it? A while back I got talked into doing American Idol and
it was … god, what a nightmare. And I thought: ‘If I were
starting out now, would I really want to be starting out?’
I mean listening to Adele. She is remarkable, isn’t she?
HN: Yes, she is amazing.
Cocker: I mean I am not just saying that because of all the
GRAMMYs. But she is something a little special.
But let’s say if I am driving my car, I am either listening to
the local radio station or to the blues channel. When Pam
is driving and I am listening to her station, it’s almost as if
the vocalists don’t have the same power anymore, you
know what I mean? I mean it’s not like my kind of singing.
It’s a new generation, and we all express ourselves
differently as we move on. But it’s almost like I don’t hear
it in many new artists, that kind of vocal intensity anymore.
Because I think it’s more about the song instead of the
performance now, isn’t it?
HN: Yes, exactly.
Cocker: I am looking for songs for my new album, and I’ve
received like 60 tunes so far. I’m still having a hard time
because they want 10 songs, you know. And it’s so weird,
when you get bit older, because people send you all these
hot kinds of tunes saying, ‘I want to take off your clothes,
baby,’ and I keep trying to remind them I’m 68 … God
(everyone laughs). And I get millions of ballads, but not
good ones; you know what I mean? It really is a different
world. And they don’t really want a soul singer; they’re
scared. Whenever I suggest to the record company that we
do a blues album, they almost fall apart in horror.
HN: Really?
Cocker: They go “We can’t sell that; we might sell 50,000
copies.” But my last album, I did a quarter of a million in
Germany. They’re my big audience, you know.
HN: You made a name for yourself, originally as doing
outstanding covers. Your unique translation of “A Little
Help from My Friends” is what first put you on the scene,
Cocker: Even McCartney gave me a thumbs-up on it.
HN: Sweet.
Cocker: When I saw him a couple years ago he said, “So
yours is the definitive version of it, is it?” (Laughter)
HN: Well it is. I’m a huge Beatles fan, of course, but you
own that song.

Cocker: But, I mean, that was very special. I had done
“Bye Bye Blackbird” before that, and it was like taking a
nice little song and making it your own and then trying to
get gritty on it. Over the years I have done a lot of covers,
and they don’t always work. To get that far removed from
the original is what you are trying to do – to make the
song your own.
HN: Right and you’ve done that.

Mad days
What can you tell me about working with Leon Russell
and the entourage that was Mad Dogs and Englishman.
There were, like, 30 of you on the stage. Right?Cocker:
Forty.
HN: Forty? My god!
Cocker: Yeah.
HN: And, it was great fun to watch.
Cocker: I haven’t talked to Leon in quite a bit. We had
so much fun, and a lot times people get this idea that I
hated him and him me. It was only because we started
taking different weird things. You know, people all got a
bit weird then. And, I was exhausted by the end of it. Mad
Dogs and Englishman was 1970, but when we kicked off
it was a lot of fun. You know we had some really great
shows. I’ve mentioned it a few times, the problem was we
never really sat down and wrote anything new. If you
listen, it was “Cry Me a River” or “The Letter,” which
were really great ideas Leon came up with. And then a
few of his tunes, “Delta Lady” and such.
HN: He served your sound well, for sure.
Cocker: He left a message, oddly enough on the
answering machine, while I was in Germany. Pam said
there was a message on the phone, and the guy said ‘Hi,
Joe, I am the master of space and time, (laughter) and I
want to put Mad Dogs together again.’
HN: Rita Coolidge was in your chorus.
Cocker: Yeah! Rita and I knocked about for a few days
(gleeful chortling). That was before Kris Kristofferson
came along.

Joe came into the world with that level of feeling for the music. He was born with it; that’s what I believe. —Ray Charles
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And next
HN: So you say there is another album on the horizon. Do
you record here by the way?
Cocker: No, I never had the idea of having a home studio.
I am not electronic minded. I don’t play guitar or piano. As
far as the singing goes, it is very tough to sing at this
altitude. So, when I go down to LA to record, they always
say ‘Where have you been?’ And I say, ‘I’ve been in
Colorado.’ They love that I have a bit of extra breath.
HN: When will that album be out.
Cocker: They want it in September in Germany. It is kind
of a follow-up job; it was a two record deal I made.
HN: Do you have US tour planned?
Cocker: We are going out for 24 shows this summer …
doing the “sheds,” you know, the outside venues? I am not
even touring Europe this year. I’ve been warned off. I tour
almost too much, and they said, give it a rest, because now
with records not selling (or whatever you call them), there
are so many artists hitting the road that it is like ridiculous.
So when they knew I was going to put this new record out,
they recommended I wait until 2013. … You know, one
of the things you think about, Dale, is how much longer
things can go on. Like I suddenly do all this work in
Poland, Russian and the Ukraine. In ’89 when the wall
came down we were invited to the Kremlin, and now I go
over there, like every other week, for wealthy people who
put on a party or have a wedding. It is very hard for a lad
from Sheffield a thing like that when you grew up making
two quid a night. They offer [me] these deals to come over
for like one show, so I’ve been doing a lot of those.
HN: Sweet. Very cool.
Cocker: That’s the only reason we can live in this house.
HN: What are your goals for the long run, Joe?
Cocker: You know I think one day, when they finally give
up on me as a pop star, you know, I might get to finally do
my blues album. I think I may be able to do an album that
I want to do. And who knows, maybe the people will hear
it, too.
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